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HOW THE BAILLY NUCLEAR PLANT

COULD DRY UP THE DUNES NATIONAL LAKESHORE

-

MUST ENERGY IMPACT. RECREATION?

ABSTRACT

Construction of the Bailly nuclear power plant by the
Northern Indiana Public Service Company requires with-
drawing water from the same water supply that feeds the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and the Cowles Bog.
Termination of present alkaline seepage into the aquifer
from ash-ponds will further aggravate the problem. Al-
though extensive studies have been completed to model
the effects, certain situations have not been analyzed.
The effect of termination of seepage has not been studied.
Nor has the newly discovered need to draw. water from the
lower aquifer or the effect of a " window" in the Cowles
Bog. The injection of new water to cure withdrawal may
cure quantity problems but could cause problems with )
the " quality" of the water.

The Federation recommends that pumping be halted until
studies are completed, that the U.S. Geological Survey
continue its studies and insure they are comprehensive,
that a competent team be assembled to study the effects
of dif ferent quality of water being injected and that the
National Park Service exert a strengthened role in pro-
tecting the Lakeshore.
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INTRODUCTION

Will the construction of the Bailly nuclear power plant in northern
Indiana on the ahores of Lake Michigan have an adverse effect on the
Indiana Dunes I;ational Lakeshore nearby?

The question has been raised for a number of years. Initially, in 1974
when the plant was given a construction permit by the federal government,
the national lakeshore effects were not seen as significant enough to
halt the plant. And NIPSCO (Northern Indiana Public Service Company)
continued to design the plant.

Later even the National Park Service (NPS), custodian of the lakeshore
at that point, failed to raise significant objections that could halt the
construction of the plant.

Now, 1980, with the plant less that 1*. complete, only a construction exca-
vation as evidence of a powerful reactor to-be, the questions have arisen
again.

They are, not tha older questions. Those were quite straightforward. Theyinclude:

Would a massive sixteen story cooling tower upset the
natural feeling of the lakeshore? Even when paired with a
similar tower adjoining the eastern end of the park, the
answer was negative. Not enough effect.

Would a combination of mist from the cooling tower and sulphur
from an im=ediately adjacent coal-fired plant cause intense
acid rain, affecting the lakeshore park and nearby residents?
Not even the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, nominally
the protector from such problems, concurred.

Every nuclear power plant near populated areas requires an
evacuation plan. Could such a plan be designed that would
work for the transient visitors to the national lakeshore?
The problem was not considered significant enough to stop
the plant. Only recently, since Three Mile Island, have
evacuation plans become important constituents of nuclear
power plant operations.

And of course, there was always the safety of a nuclear
plant _especially one so close to Chicago. Today, Bailly
probably could not be licensed. But when Bailly received
its parmit the proximity made little difference. .

1
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Beyond these older questions, some of which still persist, have arisen a
whole new series of new questions. Some get mixed up with the older ones,
and are inextricable. For example, NIPSCO is asking for an extension of
the construction permic which expired in September 1979. Perhaps the newer
and the old issues must be determined again if the permit is to be changed.

Unique, however, among the new issues is one that is critically important
to the national lakeshore. That issue is water. Clearly the lakeshore
vegecation cannot function without adequate supplies of the right quality
water. Even too much can make a difference to the amount and kind of
vegetation. And a differ'ent type of water, more acid or more basic, can
change the vegetation as well.

, The level, continuity and quality of the water supply can be critical.

Back to the excavation now. _

NIPSCO is digging an enormous pit now for the various buildings that com-
prise a nuclear power plant. At some points the excavation is or will be
more than forty feet deep, deeper than lake level. Of course, digging
that deep in that type of land means that NIPSCO is digging in the aquifer.

What is an aquifer?

An aquifer is an underground supply of water. The loose sand and gravel
under the Bailly site contains enormous quantities of water. Wells are
dug to this unde - -i supply.

Even more,there _ce two aquifers beneath the Bailly site. An unconfined
aquifer exists near the surface. Then below it at some point is a con-
fining layer of clay. Water cannot flow easily through clay. Below that
clay is a second aquifer, called a confined aquifer.

In order to dig the hole for the Bailly nuclear plant NIPSCO must pump water
out of the excavation. This is called dewatering. Although NIPSCO built a
confining " slurry" wall around the excavation to try and keep water out,
NIPSCO was still pumping water from the upper aquifer. Either the " slurry"
wall leaked or water from the lower aquifer was in the excavation. In later
1979 it became clear that NIPSCO vould also need to pump water from the
lower aquifer as well to prevent " boils" from occurring as water was forced
upward.

Both of these aquifers are under the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore as well.
And water' drawn from one part of the aquifer is also drawn from another.
Both aquifers also underlie the Cowles Bog, a national monument preserved for
its unique plant species.

The National Park Service and the public became worried.that water pumping at
the Bailly site could affect the Cowles Bog and the entire Dunes National
Lakeshore. To remedy these difficulties NIPSCO has proposed the injection of
clear water into the aquifer to remedy the outflow should the water levels
impair park vegetation.
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For over ten years now water has been drained into the aquifer from two ash-

settling ponds where NIPSCO dumps a slurry of ashes from its coal fired plant
nearby. Over 1.000,000 gallons a day drain from the ash ponds and seep into
the lakeshore. The water is extremely acidic and could be affecting the bog
and the lakeshore. Starting this year. N1PSCO will stop the drainage from
the ash ponds. As a result there will be less flow to both aquifers. Both
aquifers could be depleted by the combined termination of the ash and seepage
and continued dewatering.

i -

This paper is about the threat of the pumping to the lakeshore and the bog..

It provides background on the questions still unanswered as of March, 1980.

1. How will sealing the ash ponds affect the Bog and the Lakeshore?

2. Will the new NIPSCO pumping from the lower aquifer have adverse
ef fects on the Bog and the Lakeshore?

3. While in many locations both aquifers are well separated. Both
the lower and upper aquifer were recently found to be connected
in a " window" under the Bowles Bog. What impact idl* 16wer aqui-
fer pumping have when this fact is considered?

'

4. Ulcimately what risk is there to th= Bog and the Lakeshore from
the continued pumping and construction at the Ba!.11y nuclear power
plant?

5. Will injection of water prevent damage to Lakestore vegetation?

The answer is clearly that we have ilttle or no idea of the consequences of the
combined pumping from the two aquifers and termination of fly ash pond seepage.
Although the United States Geological Survey (USGS) is now commencing intensive
studies of these new interactions; and the Park Service oeems to have extracted
promises to protect the park should excess dewatering oc<:ur the consequences
today are unknown.

.

The continuation of dowatering, even the remedial propostis of reinjecting the
water and the ef fects of termination of the fly ash seo;: age could have substan-
tial effects on the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore ant the critical Cowles Bng.

Is it proper to proceed without further data?
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|- 1. THE PROBLEM
,

i
Dewatering

1

1

The proposed dewatering of the Bailly Nuclear Power Plant construction
.

site (Figures 1 and 2) remains unresolved after years of lawsuits, surveys,
j models, predictions and debates. The dewatering issue may seem petty to

those averse.to the more ominous threats of nuclear power, but the issue |,

has proven to be a vital tool in delaying construction, in sensitizing1

. local residents and authorities to the less obvious threats-of nuclear'^
i. power and in protecting the National Lakeshore which adjoins the site

of the plant. Even issues such as a proposed park expansion to include
the NIPSCO Greenbelt between the plant and the park must consider the,

.,
dewatering issue. '

|

j Flv Ash Pond Seepage
O.
'

NIPSCO presently operates two coal-fired generators at the Bailly site
i for which five ponds have been installed to collect fly-ash debris from
j the air filtration system. Since full use of these ponds began in 1968,^

ground water levels have risen fifteen feet under the ponds (which are ,

; about six feet in depth) and more than ten feet within the Lakeshore.
i This water is highly alkaline. (Appendix Figure 1) Constant floo' ding
i nas affected over 750 acres, and has-substantially changed the ecology
! of that area. Environmentalists are especially concerned about Cowles
i Bog National Natural Landmark, only one and a half miles from the Bailly

Station.,.

4

NIPSCO is presently constructing a nuclear power plant, called Bailly
N-1. Construction activities necessitate draining or cewatering the site.
The comoany has installed a slurry wall (Figure 3) around the construction

i site to prevent the seepage of. water into the area, and to prevent lower-'

ing of groundwater levels thtbughout the Lakeshore from dewatering activi-
1 ties. However, the amount of water pumped from within the excavation site

as of December 15, 1977, exceeded the original amount of water estimated,

; to be stored within the slurry wall by 7 to 14 times (Meyer & Tucci, 1979).
In addition, NIPSCO reports that the water level within the slurry wall-
declined by only 8.5 feet, as compared to the predicted decline of 30 feet.
Obviously,.either the slurry wall is leaking or the conductivity of the

. underlying sand layers is higher than calculated and the lower aquifer
is leaking to the~ upper aquifer, or both ef fects are combining.;

'

NIPSCO was ordered to halt seepage from the fly-ash ponds in November, 1977,
'

but work was to have commenced in-March -1980. Meanwhile. dewatering acti-
. vities for Bailly construction continue. The effect that dewatering will
) have once seepage is stopped remains insufficiently resolved, while emer-
! gency measures to.reinject water into potentially affected park lands cculd

'be unsuitable. According to the Park Service the proposal involves in-
jecting' fresh water from Lake Michigan into depleted park lands via a;

| " trickling filter recharge system". Not only will such a trickling system
? continue.to disruot the natural' groundwater flow, but it will also change
the'qualiev of water that naturally constitutes.the park stvundwater table.

-and consequently,;the variety of life within'the park. (NPS, 1977).
. Presently the Park Service seems more confiden'..of the remedy.

. * ~;_
_
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Figure 2. December 1979 view of the Bailly' site. '
(photo courtesy of Chesterton Tribune)
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Predictions Unconvincing

These three areas of concern--fly-ash seepage, potential construction
dewatering effects, and water injection--are so interrelated that pre-
dictions by both the USGS and the National Parks Service (NPS) remain,

j unconvincing. When Assistant Secretary Reed first reviewed the proposal
for Bail'y N-1 in June of 1977, he commented: "While I seriously doubt
the wisdom of selecting this site for construction of a nuclear power
plant, I have decided not to seek a reversal at this time..."(Hendrikson,
1979). In a published statement and testimony before the Atomic Energy
Commission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission), the National Parks
Service and the Department of the Interior, he cited the following
specific points:

Acid rain formation from the mixing of the coo:.ing tower plume
with the smoke from existing fossil fuel plants; this could
produce ' acid rain.'.

Salt deposition from the cooling tower drift as it may effect
ponds, bogs and vegetation of the lakeshore.

The aesthetic int usion of the call cooling tower.

Possible detrimental effects of ground dewatering, which
can occur.

Possible interference with the patterns of visitor use at
the lakeshore.

The precedent of locating a nuclear plant adjacent to a
national park property because it provides a desired low
population density location. s

t

!

|

The dewatering events alone since then may lead us to doubt further the !
wisdom of this NPS decision not to intervene to protect the parklands.

II. THE BOG

After more than fifty years of citizens' efforts to preserve the unique
character of the Indiana Dunes, Congress authorized creation of the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (INDL) on November 5.1966 (P.L. 89-761,
80 etat. 1309, 16 U.S.C. 460u). The park was formally established in

,1972.1 Located at the southern tip of Lake Michigan. INDL sits at the
!edge of one of the nation's most heavily industrialized regions. Cowles

Bog Wetland Complex was established in 1965 as a national landmark and
is within the park. Renowned to possess some of the area's most diverse
and complex natural conditions, the bog, which some call a " wetland com-
plex, was named after Dr. Henry Chandler Cowles (1869-1939) of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, a pioneer American plant ecologist who extensively
catalogued and studied the shoreline's complex ecology. This 56-nc-e
wetland complex included " marsh, bog, wet meadow, swamp, prairie and
sand dunes in various stages of succession". !

|
|

!=
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Primary Park Service objectives include " preserving, for educational,
-

inspirational and recreational use, areas of scenic, scientific and
historic interest and recreational value." J

;

j Naturally diverse biologic communities will be managed to
permit evolutionary forces to prevail, uninterrupted, in a
self-sustaining, self-perpetuating mode. It is the funda-
ments1 resource management philosophy of the NPS that nat-
ural forces shall be preeminent in shaping the character of
natural biological systems and physiographic features. The
intent and purpose of park natural resources management and
protection programs are to restore and ma'1tain environmental
conditions such that natural forces are predominant.4

Lyon said that the Cowles Bog Wetland Complex includes the area histor-
ically known as Cowles Tamarack Swamp and the Mineral Springs " quaking
bog" (Lyon, 1927). Lyon clearly considered that the Wetland Complex

-

contained at least three wetland units: the Tamarack Swamp, the quaking
bog, and the Great Subdunal Marsh where presently a Bethlehen. Steel
plant and NIPSCO coal plants operate. f-

These wetlands represent a continuum in terms o' vegetation, water regime.
water chemistry, and degree of soil compositior; they are generally
referred to by peatland ecologists as bog or fea, although they would
include sedge meadows, prairies, cypress heads, swamp carrs, etc.E

The term " fen" is a newcomer to the ecological vocabulary of this country.
It was apparently introduced by Sjors (1950) ard appears in American
literature with increasing frequency. At present, both the Europeans
and Canadians have developed rather rigid definitions of bog and fen
based on water chemistry, water regime, soils and vegetation. The term
" bog" is limited to peatlands with acid pH, (generally less than 4.5)
and extemely low nutrient content in the surface layers, with the primary
source of water from precipitation. Bog floral composition is extremely
specialized (an area of " low productivity), dominated by Sphagnum moss
(which acidifies its environment), accompanied by leatherleaf, pitcher
plants, sundew, blueberries, cranberries, tamarack or larch trees.

A fen is also a peatland area, the basic difference arising from the way
water enters the system. Instead of resulting =ainly from precipitation,
the water seeps up from the groundwater, is extremely rich in minerals
and nutrients, and sustains a heterogeneous floral community. The most
com=on plants are cattails and sedges.

Most of Cowles Bog Wetland Complex resembles a fen, but has dist' ace
characteristics of bog, marsh, and swamp in various locations.
Dr. hendrikson's diagram of a cross-section of the landmark (F.gure 4)
illustrates the degree of change.

.

1
i
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i III. FLY-ASH POND SEEPAGE
i

In 1966-67, five fly-ash ponds to serve the coal-fired generating
Units 7 and 8 were placed in operation. 7 Fly-ash _is a
substance resembling clay dust, both in physical size and chemical
composition. Approximately 5,* of coal by weight becomes fly-ash
when burned. Fly-ash contains sulphur, boron and several trace
elements including cadmium, arsenic, selenium, manganese, and zinc.

.

Groundwater Elevated4

The effect of these five ponds, which are designed to collect fly-ash,
1 let it settle to sediment where periodically it is dredged and used
! '

elsewhere for landfill and seeded to rye,has been to artificially
elevate the groundwater table level in National.Lakeshore lands by as,

much as three feet.8 Approximately 1.8 to 2 million gallons per day ofI

water seep into the ground through the porous sides and bottoms of che'
j ash-settling basins. The ash-basin seepage has created a,mostly under-

ground water mound which slopes in all directions away from the seepage4

! source.1 Water levels in the immediate vicinity of the ash-settling
4

basins are between five and ten feet above water levels of the flooded
marshes within che Nat,ional Lakeshnre (Appendix Figure 1), 10 thereby ;

a

artificially elevating the surrounding water table level.

Interduna? marshes have remained flooded constantly since 1969. Accord-
ing to the National Parks Service (1977), flooding has caused "unaccept-
able alterations in the natural character and functioning .of park wetlands. ".??
It has eliminated the previously established marsh vegetation, and

-reached such high levels that ash and other trees were killed in areas
around interdunal ponds.20 Water levels within these interdunal ponds
now vary little seasonally. Presently these ponds are developing a flora
and fauna common to ponded areas. J

4-

Serious Impact on Dune Ecology
i

i This artificial elevation in the groundwater table has had serious impart
not only on the dune ecology, but also upon the natural ground water flow.
The ash basin seepage has created a water mound around the ponds which slo;.es

7

in all directions away from the seepage source.fi Hendrikson and Wilcox (1979)
. document that there is a positive hydrclogic pressure within Cowles Bog'

underlying the peat mat.26 Instead of Jeeping downward into the ground,
water circulates upward, because the sandy soil-is already intensely satur-'

ated and is also_ highly porous. Ground water movement would normally flow
towards Lake Michigan, on top of a clay shelf which acts as a confining
layer'underneath the peat and marl of the marsh lands. ( Thus, ash basin
flooding has reversed the normal physiologic groundwater flow.,

!

b

|
_ . _ _ .
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As a result of such flooding, the NPS ordered NIPSCO to stop ash basin
seepage. The NPS began to recognize the magnitude of the effects at an
interagency meeting convened at the Indiana Dunes to consider the po-,

! tential impacts of the Bailly Plant.17 NIPSCO, after delay, threat of
litigation and protracted negotiation, formally agreed in February of
1978 to stop the seepage. Because a water treatment facility is necessary
and NIPSCO had just been granted a permit for this, the company was given
32 months to stop the seepage.IS Sealing of the ash ponds was scheduled
to begin in March, 1980;but had not begun on March 11, 1980.

IV. DEWATERINC HISTORY

The corporation's pumping history, associated mainly with construction
dewatering, has been complex. Upon approval of the construction permit
(May 2, 1974), NIPSCO installed a slurry wall around the construction site
to prevent water from seeping into the pit. The wall extends about 40 feetbelow the surface, to the clay layer. In addition, sheet pile has been-

installed around the deeper reactor building and auxiliary building exca-
vation to reduce seepage from the unconfined or upper aquifer into the site.

The present dewatering system consists of five sump wells, two free '1owing'

drains and a shallow wellpoint system.12 Although the corporation keeps no
record of the race or volume of water pumped at a given well, they have in-
stalled 25 observation wells for monitoring purposes. Their pumping pro-
cedure consists simpl+ of maintaining water levels within a few feet of tho
top of the well screen. Pumping at a given well is virtually continuous,
although breakdowns have caused downtimes of unspecified length.20 Reco rdt
of depth are not available for any of the sump wells.21

The anticipated sustained pu= ping rate required to control seepage into the
radwaste area (the southern portion of the' construction site) is estimated
to be 700 gallons per minute (gpm).!S When excavation proceeded to +10 (or30 feet below ground level) groundwater levels were maintained at approxi-
mately El. +8 inside the slurry wall by continuous operation of the five

. sump "$11s, which have a combined discharge rate of 250-300 gpm. In a
second phase of construction it will be necessary to lower the water to an
elevation of -3 feet, to proceed with construction. The entire discharge
rate from the free-flowing drains is 500 gpm. 2 With the combined use of
drains and sump wells, NIPSCO expec.s to control groundwater levels within
the slurry wall.

V. HYDROLOGIC STUDIES

In October of 1978, a four-year study of the entire Indiana Dunes Lakeshore
was initiated by the United States Geological Survey in order to investigate
the hydrologic and chemical relations between surface waters in the Great
Marsh area and shallow groundwater systems immediately unceclying the marsh.I!
Twenty-five observation wells have been installed and are monitored on a
continuous weekly basis. Selected hydrographs indicate a close correlation
between water level fluctuations among the observation wells, i.e., the
rising and falling trends in one well are observable in the other wells.
SIPSCO is responsible for monitorir.g its own wells, while USGS periodically
checks the wells and measurements to ensure NIPSCO's accuracy.
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USGS monitoring will continue at least until fly-ash pond seepage
ceases and construction of the power plant is complete.!6

.
'

However, the National Park Service has recently become concerned about.

i N1PSCO's monitoring and demanded " independent" conitoring. NPS has been
concerned as well about NRC and NIPSCO's failure to involve the Park
Service in monitoring programs. The USGS and the NPS have developedtheir own plans as well.2C

The area underlying the Great Marsh and Dunes Lakeshore has been found
to contain four distinct layers, mapped by Rosenshein and Hunn (1968).
According to their report, Unit 3 is sand and gravel that locally con-
tains thick clay beds and is called the lower or confined aquifer;
Unit 2 is chiefly clay, which hydrologically confines most but not all
of Unit 3; and Unit 1 is chiefly sand called the upper aquifer.27

. In order to determine the extent of groundwater flow both laterally
between and vertically through the layers, and throughout the over-
all area, a model (Trescott, 1975) was set up to simulate groundwater
flow. Unit 2 (clay) was found to have such low lateral hydrologic
conductivity that horizontal flow is negligible.f3 And the clay's Jou
vertical conductivity makes it a confining layer between the two sandy,
porous layers. However, later studies showed leakage under Cowles Bog,
at the southern third of the excavation and elsewhere.

After calibration, the model was used to: (a) investigate the effect of
termination of fly-ash pond seepage (an immediate draudown of fifteen
feet underneath the ponds, with up to three feet drawdown in the INDL
area), (b) establish _how much water the slurry wall could conduct
(approximately 1.8 to 2 millions gals / day), and (c) establish the effect<

of construction dewatering on groundwater levels.2d

The model was calibrated on the basis of water levels from October 26,
1976, assuming steady-state conditions for that time, although Meyer &
Tucci (1979) say that steady-state conditions do not prevail within the
study area.JO Water levels in NIPSCO wells #14-20 have changed as muen
as 6.6 feet since October, 1973. Obviously, one cannot make steady-state
assumptions based on one day's worth of information.

Water levels-on October 26, 1976, represent the combined interaction of
many factors. Accural rates of groundwater discharge to Lake Michigan
and seepage to Unic 1 from the fly-ash ponds could have been higher or
lower than those indicated by the calibrated model, but for purposes of
the model. USGS chose to have those values represent the groundwater
system.J.?

VI. STUDY OF THE AOUIFER

Levels in a confined aquifer are measured by corresponding pressures.
In order to determine the hydtostatic pressures in the confined aquifer
(Unit 3), six meters were installed between June 23 and June 30, 1976
(see Figure 12).42 Pressure levels are submitted. weekly to USGS.5J.

_ _
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According to the USGS pressure levels in the excavation are about at
level +15 or 5 feet above the excavation bottom in Phase I of constructionIn Phase 2 of deeper construction the level would be at .

above the bottom--thus pumping from the pressurized aquifer must be done+5 or seven feet
since pressure levels illustrate levels sought by water.

Changes in groundwater levels, and consequently in flow directions and
rates have been found to be caused by (1) fluctuations in the state ofLake Michigan,

(2) fluctuations in the water level maintained in the' fly-ash ponds,
(3) a change in the distribution or rates of pumping

within and near the study area, and (4) changes resulting from natural
,

variations in recharge to Unit
from Unit 1 and evapotranspiration.J41, including precipitation, discharge"

i'

The USGS prepared maps showing the change in water levels in Unit 1 for
the various times since the start of dewatering.

k'ater levels have risenin most
site and in the inner vicinity of the site.of the area whe.a data are available, except within the excavation

-

It is evident that
within the slurry wall. pumping has succeeded in controlling the water Jevel

Potentiometric studies have verified the inter-action of at least four factors affecting groundwater levels, but
essential question concerning the effect of dewatering on park landsthe
remains unanswered. It is important to note that changes of as little
as six inches over a sustained period of time will cause serious environ-mental change.JE

Serious questions still remain as to the usefulness of these reports
USGS identified several assumptions to be made, then constructed sixteeThe.

different models to show the extent nof dewatering.
based on the potentiometric studies discussed above. Those models weresixteen different hypothetical conclusions.26 Thus, there remain

Any excessive drawdown of the park's groundwater resources has thus far
been masked by changes in the ash basin seepage rate.
model testing acco=plished thus far predicted devatering impacts wouldUSGS hydrological
through the porous sandy substrate. reach into the Nacional Lakeshore becsuse of rapid water percolation rates
construction site at Dewatering of the Bailly Station

could alter the hydrological regime within the lakeshore, perhaps evenpresent rates, in the absence of ash basin seepage,
the wetlands surrounding Cowles Bog, and in all probability, the bogitself.J?

According to the National Parks Service, "we have a ball park
understanding of the likelihood of dewatering (even a playing field under-standing) but not a precise prediction.25 ,
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New Data Changes Studv Conclusions

Even the extensive Meyer and Tucci study completed in 1979 did not
cover important new material.

Late in 1979 NIPSCO realized that they needed to pump from the lower
aquifer if the heavy lower pressure were not to cause " boils" in the
excavation. This new pumping could adversely affect the national
lakeshore by drawing water,from a more stable aquifer. The USGS is
now modelling the new pumping and will have a report in about six months.

. Concurrently the USGS followed up a report issued in late 1979 by
Hendrickson and Wilcox of the National Park Service and discovered in
early 1980 that the confining layer of clay between the upper and lower
aquifer had a window in it. The window occurred just under the Cowles
Bog and presumably could magnify the effect on the Bog of any drawdown
from the lower confined aquifer. The USGS is now studying the informa-
tion to determine what effect the new pumping from the lower aquifer

| will have on the Bog with this new connection between the aquifers.
|
| The extensive Meyer and Tucci report did model the change in groundwater
t

levels as they were affected by the ash pond seepage. The report, however,
did not consider the effect of termination of ash pond seepage combined
with dewatering. The Geological Survey plans to model this effect in
the future.

1NIPSCO and the Park Service had always considered that construction would '

be completed and dewatering terminated long before the ash ponds were
sealed. If this were true then the ash pond seepage could well provide jthe ,cxtra water needed to keep the aquifer at needed levels while devater- '

ing occurred. However, with the long delays in construction of the plant
and the commencement of ash pond sealing in 1980 it is evidait that the
ash ponds will be long sealed and dewatering may be continuing for years.
Drawdown will then inevitably occur. USGS now plans to model this effect
as well. 4

Even completion of the plant may not terminate the dewatering problem. It
is still unclear that pumping will cease upon the backfilling of the exca-
vation.

VII. PROPOSED RECRARCE SYSTEM

Yn the event that dewatering af fects the park lands, NIPSCO (under NRC
supervision) will mitigate that by recharging water into the ground on
its side of the boundary by a trickling filter recharge system, so that
water. pumped at the nuclear site is not . drawn from park' lands.3;

According,to NIPSCO:

"Croundwater levels in existing observation wells will be used
to prepare a west-to-cast profile of the groundwater mound (a

.. bulge in the groundwater level) created by the trickling filter !

recharge system...during a period of adjustment, the rate and
i

f requency of applica tion will be -varied and the resulting ground -
|wa*.er profiles across the mound will be evaluated.

_ _ _ _ _
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In this manner,the optimum rate and frequency of application
for stability of groundwater levels in the unconfined aquifer
will be determined.,

I Since the frequency and rate of application may vary seasonally,
the height of the groundwater mound cannot be predicted. The
height of the mound vill be maintained at the lowest elevation
necessary to prevent further expansion or deepening of the
cone of depression in the direction of interdunal ponds.
Weekly potentionmetric surface maps and groundwater mound
profiles will be the basis for control. The trickling filter
recharge system will be operated and controlled so that the
resultant groundwater mound does not extend offsite." 40

NIPSCO agreed to the NRC position of a one-foot " drawdown at the property
line attributable to construction dewatering as the criterion for imple-
mentation of mitigation measures during the spring, sum =er and fall
seasons."i!A two foot drawdown at the properly line would be used as
winter criterion (December through March).

According to NIPSCO:

" Groundwater levels normally decline during these months
owing to a lack of recharge to the unconfined aquifer...
such a minimal increase in the draudown during the wintec
months will have a negligible effect because vegetation-is
dormant and the interdunal ponds are frozen during those
months." 4.5

On September 19, 1978, the NRC found NIPSCO's water monitoring system
acceptable. 4J

USGS/NPS Exoress Reservations

Both the USGS and the National Park Service, however, expressed reservatione.
about the plan. In October, 1979 they asked for independent monitoring,
complaining that they were not asked for comments on the NIPSCO plan for
monitoring and mitigating effects of dewatering. They also reserved the
right to later oppose the NIPSCO plan. Superintendent L'hitehouse called
this an " emerging" NPS position.fi

As a result the Geological Survey and the Park Service prepared their own
plan for monitoring. The plan askud for "immediate communication from NIPSCO

{to NPS" whenever significant changing pumping rates occurred. NPS also asked 1

for more frequent collection of data when the effects of the fly ash pond
had terminated since this presented more danger to the National Park. The
NPS and USGS plan also created an " alert" system. Often data from wells,
even that immediately " communicated from NIPSCO to NPS" must be processed
by computer before indications of drawdown can be shown. The plan recog- |nizes that certain levels of drawdown snuuld . require f:. mediate action,

l
I
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Although the plan does not describe the action to be taL:n, presumably*

both parties meant either that devatering of the construction site would,

j be halted or that injection would be increased.

One key point mentioned in the USGS/NPS papers concerns the accuracy of
the plan. Both parties conceded enat water level changes can not be
separated into individual components. They point to " variation in natural
recharge to and discharge from the aquifer, changes in the level of
Lake Michigan, termination of fly-ash-pond seepage, industrial pumping,
and construction devatering" as simultaneously influencing the upper
aquifer.45

The plan is also based on the earlier data from the Meyer and Tucci report.
According to the plan "the water level declines in unit 3 (the lower
aquifer) will not be suffici nt to dewater any portion of that aquif er". 4C
Never data, however, described above, tends to undercut that assumption
of the USGS/NPS plan.

Inieeted k*ater is Different Water

Although the trickling filter recharge system is planned to control water
level at the property boundaries, such a system will not insure the quality
of the water flowing into the parklands. Aquifer water differs from other
water in its long period of confinement, types of nutrients, and other
characteristics. Yet no NPS, USGS or NIPSCO report, program or study
currently recognizes this issue of nutrient rich groundwater which supports
both the diversity of aquatic life and the unique species that presentlyinhabit the bog. Replenishing depleted groundwater sources with lake
water, as proposed by NIPSCO, would alter the quality or water now in the
park lands, and could continue to alter the natural flow of groundwater
towards Lake Michigan.

|

.

l

|
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VII'I . . CONCLUSION
"

_

The Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and the Cowles Bog are fragile and
*

highly dependent upon the aquifer as a supply of water. It is clear that
the construction and perhaps the operation of the Bailly Nuclear Power
Plant will affect that aquifer. At this time we know that NIPSCO must pump
from both the upper and lower aquifers, that the ash-pond seepage will be

j halted long before pumping ceases and that there is a potential.for signi-
ficant effects from drawdown of the aquifer by these actions.

.

Even more critical is the recent discovery of a " window" under the Cowles
Bog which could communicate changes in the confined aquifer more directly
to the Cowles Bog. And no one is sure what the effect might be of water
injected to make up for losses since it has different composition than
existing groundwater.

Studies will not be completed on sone of these effects for almost six months.

We do not know the effect of the sealing of the ash-ponds?

We do not know the adverre effects of NIPSCO pumping from the lower aquifer?

We do not know the extent of the risk to the National Lakeshore from the
continued dewatering at the Bailly site?

Under such circumstances it would be inappropriate to proceed with construction
of the Bailly nuclear power plant. The National Lakeshore is too important a ;resource to be subject to further damage. Changes in water level of as little

|as six inches could cause serious environmental damage. Such a critical para- '

meter counsels extreme caution. l

The Federation recommends: I
~

1. That further pumping be halted until a thorough dewatering1

study is completed.

2. That USGS continue its studies over the next six months
insuring that they are comprehensive and recognize all
revelant variables.

'3. That a competent team be assembled to study the effect
of injection of new water to offset losses to the aquifer
and that the team recommend sound methods of injection to
satisfy bo.th quantity and quality requirements if these
can be achieved.,

4. That baseline data be rigorously scrutinized to assure
-that it represents the steady state condition of the
aquifer ~and a protected natural state of the Cowles Bog
and the National Lakeshore.

5. A-strengthened role for the National Park Service in
protecting the Park fro = the danger of aquifer drawdown-
and change in vegetation and other qualities of the park.

-
The Park fervice should have authority to halt devatering
and should approve.all dewatering and injection programs
in advance.

. - . .
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APPENDIX 2,

.

L' hat's Happening on the Bailly Nuclear Power Plant?

e

1. About one per cent of the plant has been completed, basically an exca-
vation near the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.

- 2. The construction permit issued for the Bailly plant in 1974 expired on
September 1, 1979. A number of citizen groups, citizens, labor union-
locals and others are opposing the' Extension of the permit by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) beyond September 1. Under federal
law the permit can be extended if the power company (NIPSCO) shows " good
cause" to the NRC. There must be a hearing if any interested party asks
for a hearing. The opponents have requested a hearing but NIPSCO and to

the staff of the NRC have opposed their actions asserting thatsome extent

the parties do n: t have standing. Each of the interested parties has been
asked to descrits the contentions they will make if there is a hearing.
In mid-March the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board of the NRC (ASLB) held
a pre-hearing ccnference to discuss these contentions. At this time, the
parties are awaiting the decision of the ASLB.

3. A number of groups and citizens have long raised the issue that the sub-
stitution of short pilings as a foundation for the Bailly plant required
a hearing in front of the NRC to determine if design is adequate. Accord-
ing to these groups the short pilings would not reach to bedrock and the
originial construction permit was based upon the plant being fully supported
on bedrock. The NRC rejected the group's contention that the staff was
wrong in denying the group a hearing. That decision is now being appealed
to the D. C. Circuit Courts.

4. The State of I.~.11nois has asked that the NRC halt the construction of the
Bailly plant because of its proximity to a major urban area. The Cocmission
will rule on this as a petition that NIPSCO "show cause" why a construction
permit should nat be altered. The NRC will decide if a hearing is required.

-
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